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student-trustee partition
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This past April, student protesters
gathered a variety of questions that
they wanted to ask the College administration and wrote them on big
balloons. The protest aimed to point
out the lack of transparency between
students, administrators, and the
Board of Trustees.
On Friday, Oct. 24, trustees Ann Marie Connolly and Vice Chair Richard
Uchida 79 answered the balloon questions in a school-wide forum.
President David A. Greene opened
the dialogue by discussing the trustees'
relations with trie campus: "They have
a distinctive position. They have overall
responsibility of the College and delegate that responsibility to administrators, like myself'
Greene went on to describe the
breadth of the trustees' collective
role, as well as how their responsibilities relate directl y to student
and faculty interest. "The Board of
Trustees has very little to do with
[campus issues] on a day-to-day basis," Greene said. "Rather, they are
working to address the question of
how should we be thinking about
Colby and how can we make it excellent going forward."
When the attention was turned to the
panelists, Uchida discussed his experience at Colby and how he viewed the
Board. He remembered them as "old,
white men walking across campus." He
was frustrated by the lack of communication between His peers and the Board
of Trustees during his time at Colby.
"We never had a chance to see them!' he
said, but added jokingly: "It was probably by choice."
SGA President Justin Deckert ' 15 and
Vice President Michael LoguiofTl6 began the forum by asking Connolly and
Uchida a series of questions that had
been written on the balloons in April
One of the fust questions asked was
whether or not the trustees were working toward providing larger amounts

of money for students on financial aid.
Connolly described the question as the
"preeminent conversation today!" She
added that the Board*[wants] people to
feel like they can come here regardless
of the cost" and that raising the money
necessary will be a "priority of the
Greene Administration. Uchida added
that he hopes that students will "think
aboutthe growth in the endowment in
terms of what [they] can and want to
generate [to hdp future students]."
When asked about their personal
visions for the college, Uchida said he
wanted to "create a platform of excellence for [current and future students]
who come here." In addition to these
subjective visions, Connolly had a
quantitative goal: "I would like to see
Colby move up in the proverbial rankings. Colby is better tnan what we're
listed at and we're looking hard at that
and take the good thingsabout Colby
and work hard to reposition ourselves
among other schools within the NESCAC she said.
Deckert and Logjnoff then opened
the floor to audience questions. Nick
LaRovere '15 asked the panel about
their vision for admissions in coming
years. Connolly said she was looking
to "expand" the admissions scope past
New England. She told the forum that
"students are the best marketing" and
hoped they would continue to engage
with the school.
Chris Millman '16 asked whether or
not the Board plans to change Colby's
sexual assault policy Uchida responded
that the Boarddoesn't "make that policy,
but as the policy is developed, [they]
want to make sure that [they] are critically watching the development itself'
finding ways to minimize trauma for
victimsof assault.
Other students asked about the perceived importance of college rankings,
possible changes to food providers and
concerns about introductory class sizes.
The crux of the forum ultimately came
down to how to maintain a relationship
between the Board of Trusteesand Colby
students.Greenemokeaboutthedesire to
begin informal 'nreside chats" or something similar to "break down some of the
mystery" that surroundsthe Board.
Though some students called for a
more direct relationship with the Board,
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Greene remindedthe audience that doing so would cut out the administration ,
the body responsible for daily activity
on campus.
Another central focus of the forum
was the long-discussed prospect of
divestment When asked if the Board
planned to divest itselfof stakes in fossil
fuels and other so-called "dirty" industries, Uchida commended students for
opening a dialogue while also saying his
intention to "not let [Colby's] financial
goals be driven by social policy" while
also "doing right by the world."
Pressed by Paul Wennberg '15,
who asked if the current state of the
worlds climate provided enough motive to divest, Chairman of the Board
Bob Diamond intervened, saying that
he doesn't "want [students] to think
that when the Board doesn't choose
not to disinvest, it's because [they] are
supporting or discouraging anything."
Speaking in terms of pragmatism,
Diamond noted that socially responsible investingwould raise costs, taking
money away from students in need
However, Diamond also commended
the students for "getting [the Board]
the information [they] needed."
Maravilla Clemens * 16 commended
the members of the investment committeefor teaching many students how
they go about managing funds. Shenoted "For me, it wasnt about just divestment, but going through that process,"
adding that she hoped Colby might
create a hybrid student-trusteecommittee that wouldgive students more voice
while also teaching them about the real
world pressures.
Diamond and Connolly both seemed \
BY SAM LE BLANC
receptive, with Connolly adding "we are !
Co-Editor-in-Chief
listening to your concerns and that is
part of the educational process."
Students from Harvard University
As the forum came to a close. Dia- recently asked their President Drew
mond made a few final remarks, say- G. Faust to sever Harvard's ties with
ing that the lead up to the event "made Teach for America (TFA) unless TFA
us look back, and we couldn't think of agreed to respond to the students'
a meeting where we didn't think 'we demands for major changes. Accordneed to reach out to students.'" Dia- ing to the Harvard Crimson article
mond continued that he felt the meet- published on Sept. 28th , the students
ing was constructive and wanted more want TFA to send teachers only to
to happen in the future. "We want areas that are experiencing a teacher
to engage more with students, and shortage, to provide more education
it won t happen all at once, but these and training for corps members and
dialogues are incredibly important and to sever their relationship with "corneed to continue."
porations the students think threaten
teachers unions such as Exxon Mobil
and JPMorgan Chase "
Harvard was one of the stops
on the "TFA Truth Tour" that the
United Students Against Sweatshops
The College also plans to in(USAS) conducted in an effort ' to
stall "traffic calming measures ," expose the truth about TFA: not
including speed bumps as cars only does it fail to prepare teachers
approach the Diamond Buildfor the classroom, but it is systematiing from the south and Davis cally pushing to replace our system
Science Center from the north, of community public education and
as well as enhanced lig hting
with an alternative largely controlled
along the roadway. "Some of by profit-seeking corporations," acthose [changes] we can do re- cording to the USAS website.
all y quickl y and some will take
Though Colby students are not
a little longer ," Terp said.
protesting TEA, the Students for EduLig hting changes elsewhere on
cation Reform (SFER) and TFA Colby
campus will take place farther College co-sponsored a panel discusdown the road, Terp said. The sion on October 22nd to encourage
College p lans to improve lig htdialogue about the various positive
ing in areas including Runnals
and negative aspects of TFA. AcDrive , Bixler Drive , the pathway cording to Dylan Alles ' 16, an SFER
from Lorimer Chapel to the AIco-leader and organizer for the event,
fond Apartments, the tunnels
this conversation is particularly relevant to students on the Hill because
cont 'd in Lighting, p. 2
' TEA has been among the most prevalent organizations employing Colby
students post-graduation."

Collegep anel debates
pros and cons of TEA

Safety on campus: part two

Althoug h the College has proposed multiple improvements
to outdoor li ghting on campus , many students feel that the
changes are more pressing than
the indefinite dates they are
scheduled for.
The changes, some of which will
take place this year, are a response
to student concerns voiced to the
administration. Improvements to
the li ghting on May flower Hill in
particular were accelerated after
a car accident in September, in
which a student was hit in a crosswalk at duskIn the early 2000s, the College
designed a master plan of campus development, which set de-

sign standards for fixtures such
as signs and lighting. According
to Vice President for Administration Doug Terp, outdoor li g hting
has continuall y evolved in terms
of both design and approach ,
most evident through the College's phasing in of new lamp
styles. That 's why there are three
different styles ri ght now," Terp
said. The original lamps resemble
"lanterns ," while the newer lamps
are box-shaped or conical.
Currentl y, the College's first priority is improving the lig hting and
traffic safety on the May flower
Hill roadway. "A combination of
student suggestions , PPD suggestions , and our own analysis " led to
this shift , Terp said. After the car
accident in September , "we ended
up accelerating work on Mayflower Hill drive," he added.
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Speakers on the panel included
Daniel Johnson, a Recruitment Manager for TFA, Joseph Whitfield '15,
who will start his two year contract
with the corps in the summer of
2015, and Alles. Assistant Professor
of Government Laura Seay, who was
expected to provide a more critical
perspective on TFA, was unable to
attend at the last minute.
The event was an open forum for
audience members to ask questions
and consider TFAs effectiveness.
Several of those questions fell in line
with the Harvard USAS students' assertions regarding the lack of training corps members receive (only five
weeks) before they enter the classroom to teach alone.
Whitfield attended a Knowledge Is
Power Program (KIPP) public charter school in rural Arkansas. "97 to
98 percent of my teachers were [part
of] TFA," he said Whitfield added
that he felt his experience in the
classroom with TFA teachers was extremely positive and was "a model"
of what he believes TFA is meant
to be. The school at which Johnson
spent his two years in the corps was
also a KIPP school, and Alles voiced
her concern that Whitfield and Johnson's positive experiences with the
effectiveness of TFA and the support
it offers its teachers may be unique to
the KIPP program.
In response to the amount of
training that corps members receive,
Johnson said, "five weeks is certainl y
not enough to be a great teacher,
[even] two years is certainl y not
enough to be a great teacher, withconl 'd in TFA, p. 2
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Weighing the impact of TFA
cont 'd from TFA panel , p i
out a doubt." Johnson , who taught
for two years in the corps before becoming a recruitment manager, explained that teachers receive tremendous amounts of support inside and
outside of the classroom throughout
their two years. He said that principals sit in on classrooms and give
feedback, and Whitfield explained
that site directors (formally known
as Managers of Teacher Leadership
Development) make their rounds
throughout schools, offering help
and support to TFA teachers.
Stefanie Solar '11 reflected in a
message on the preparation she received before she started teaching
as part of TFA. She said that she was
"absolutely not " prepared to teach after a summer of training, "but that's
not necessarily a reflection of TFAs
lack of structure or training-- because surviving TFA summer institute is a whole new level of success
and it provides a pretty strong crash
course on what's aheadT
2014 graduates Tom Letourneau
and Cole Yaverbaum are both currently in the corps and commented
on their experiences with TFA.
Yaverbaum expressed difficulty in
asserting whether TFA continues to
support her throughout the school
year: "I feel extremely supported in
my school, but I also happen to work
m a reall y supportive network (Success Academy) . I know that TFA is
there if I do need support, and they
do reach out to give it, but 1 don't always feel in need as much because I
feel so supported by the school where
I work. I also think this varies region
to region." Letourneau 's experience
with TFA support was more definitive: "I definitely feel like TFA has
supported me nonstop."
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Though Seay was unable to attend
the panel discussion, she summarized
her critiques of TFA via email. "My
concerns with TFA relate to the accuracy of its claims about the causes
of school failure, the ethics of having the least-trained teach the most
vulnerable students, and the general
notion that TFAs approach is the best
solution for the problems with public
education in our country^
Seay elaborated, saying, "Essentially, existing teachers and administrators in our country's weakest
schools are blamed for their students'
failures.... TFA takes young people
(again, who are bright and committed), gives them very limited training (the quality of which varies significantly from site-to-site) and puts
them in front of the most vulnerable
students just a few weeks later. ...To
provide the students who need the
best teachers with teachers who are
so poorly trained—especially when
the vast majority of those teachers
have no commitment to stay in the
profession long enough to significantly improve at their jobs—strikes
me as highly unethical."
Johnson addressed this very issue
of continued participation within
the education field at the panel discussion. "The most common career
post the two years is education," he
said, and "about 80 percent will teach
for at least a third year." Though the
three TFA participants quoted here
are by no means a representative of
all Colby graduates or corps participants. Solar works for a nonprofit that promotes school choice
and empowers families to engage in
the marketplace for schools' while
Yaverbaum and L etourneau both intend to continue teaching when they
leave the corps.
Professor and Director of Education Mark Tappan responded via
email to the recent conversations

about TFA. "I am definitely ambiva- ,
lent about TFA, and I am sympathetic to all of the recent critiques," he
said. "I also do not think that TFA is,
or ever was, a systemic or structural
approach to reforming or improving
public schools, and addressing eduBy PesScmteiNCK
cational inequities in the US."
ContributingWriter
Despite its flaws, Tappan highlighted some of the things he believes
fion
are positive aspects of the program.
"TFA is, however, a very good way ¦
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for graduates from Colby and elselemaflMeDC
where, who are committed to teachledchjnejoto
ing, to get a job right out of college, to
igender-baKd
work very very hard, and to get startangsflonLaeed on what can be a very rewarding
and productive career in education.
ScmtheDean
He continued, "For better or worse
(and I guess I think it 's been for the
I MI ( Immil
better) TFA has made teaching apfeauiboiaeto
pealing ('sexy') for graduates of elite
uW&GBOKBt*
colleges and universities. We need to
idtesiNKoVink*make it a genuine career choice for
*ito a**te*
more graduates, rather than just a
t^wfatbc
two-year gig, but TFA has had a positive impact, for sure."
g<*£*4***I
In response to critiques of TFA,
Johnson summarized that "In an
_,
™ _ _ „ _ _drairuj*T«fioo,
„ ..., . , _^-_
ideal world, the classrooms that need
„ ..,.
teachers the most... would [have]
veteran teachers. Unfortunately, that
pfugnKn,owcwttx nowa. ua WBBMM xumMnt MCV-SU expuinea
is actually not the reality of the edu"^g^g^gjPgy""^ *° JnMm ^WmdttAaottitkmn $cation landscape in the United States,
thnwunpeer-to-peersupports ine assistantswffl consist
tocreuptttie*
and that is why [TFA] exists....It is a
tniiitey$p r o a a*»a&
,
of compensatedstudentswho iovia& *1o€TMl
social justice organization focused
theirOwesincludeprovidingnon-alcoholicbeverages and snacks, respecificall y on education. It is one orrnovingpersons whoare overlyintoxicalM aridultimately "[a^tui^ as a
*
ganization working to close the gap
resource for boththehostsana attendees.
of achievement."
Troublingnewscameout of Amherst, wheremultipleposters from
TFA has not made the changes
the #BlackLrvesMattercampaign were torn down or covered up. The
that the Harvard students requested,
Colleges Department of Blade Studies responded to the racist senti
many of which are part of the diaments, stating, "this disrespect .sends a terrible message to our com
logue in which the Colby commumunity" The Departmentencouragedstudents to act with "basic hunity has been engaging. Considering
man decencyT
the opposing and varying opinions
This unfortunate event mirrors a similar one from Williams College
at Colby and students' continued inA fewweeksago, in which someone cut out the eyes, slit the throat, and
terested in TFA, conversation about
drew a cross Oft the forehead of an Arab Muslim alum pictured on an
education reform and TFAs role in
"I Am Williams" promotionalposter.Both the police and the Williams
it are certain to continue on the Hill.
Admirustrah'on are soil investigating the crime

gan said. Walton feels that poor
fi g hting makes a late nig ht walk
from the library "more of an expedition than it needs to be."
For Melissa Barrie Lehmann
' 16J. the problem has little to do
with winter. "Having to park in
Hillside and walk up to Heig hts
is creepy," she said. I don't reall y
go to my car and drive anywhere
after the sun goes down." She
often trips over rocks and roots
trying to carry groceries to her
room after dark , she added.
"If both of my hands are full
of bags, I can 't use the flashlight
on my p hone ," Barrie Lehmann
said. "But I shouldn ' t have to
rely on my phone lig ht to walk
on a path on this campus."
Other students instead pinpoint strategic improvements
that can be made to the alread yexisting fi g h t i n g , better utilizin g
each streetlamp. "I've noticed
that some of the fi g hts that we
have are out," Hogan said. Josep h Malionek ' 17 feels that "a
good deal of Colb y 's streetlamps
aren 't well directed and scatter
too much lig ht."
Terp agreed with Malionek's observation , noting that the College 's
original "lantern " streetlamps
"tend to cause a bri ght li ght as opposed to pushing the lig ht down. ..

We ve been trying migrate away
from the lanterns.
Amid the clamor for additional
fi ghting, some students also acknowledge and appreciate that the
current amount of fi ghting helps
minimize light pollution. "As an
environmentalist , I am a bi g supfiorter of limiting the amount of
i g ht pollution contributed by
Colby,' Malionek said .
"Coming to Colb y. I was mesmerized b y how many stars we
could see on top of May flower
Hill ," Nadia Stovicek '17 said.
"However...it would give me an
added sense of security to improve the fi ghting around Davis
and Diamond, as well as [Runnals Drive]. Basically I think
there should be more fi ghting in
[places] with car access."
Despite the dissatisfaction
and suggested improvements
from many students, still , there
are others who don ' t feel that
lig h t i n g on campus is a problem
in the first p lace. "I'm not sure if
I' m odd or too lax, but I feel perfectl y safe walking across campus at 1 a.m. by myself ," Kasey
Kirschner ' 16 said.
Oliver Ponce '15 agreed.
"However , I think the safeness
I feel results largely from being
male," he said- "I seldom think of
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Camp us re-evaluates saf e ty of lighting system
cont 'd from Safety, p. I

under the science buildings on
Miller quad and potentiall y
along the pathways of Miller
3uad itself. However, many stuents remain concerned—and
even disp leased—about the indefinite timeframe and feel the
changes are hig h priority given
the approaching winter.
"I feel unsafe with the lig hting
on campus ." Holl y Hogan ' 17
said. "Li ghting is critical every where on campus , because we do
live on a hill, and in the winter
the black ice is hard enoug h to
see with lights, not to mention
without it. " She wishes to see
improvements to lig h t i n g on
Miller Quad, considering that
many students work in academic
buildings late into the night and
must travel across the quad.
According to Terp, the College
considered lig hting Miller Quad
in the earl y 2000s , but many p eople "didn ' t want it brightl y lit. "
Sarah Carngan '16 and Eric
Walton T 7 echoed Hogan 's
concerns about the ice. "I nave
known many peop le to trip, or
slip, in the winter , on their way
home from the library. " Carri-
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my safety at nig ht on campus."
Over the summer, some students directly voiced their concerns to the administration.
Terp said , and SGA has been
discussing the issue this year as
well. Others, including faculty
and staff, periodicall y report
specific areas on campus.

"I shouldn't have
to rely on my
phone light to
walk on a path."
Melissa Barrie Lehmann
aassof 2016I
"I have talked to Pre sident
Greene about it and I am aware
that administration is having
conversation about fig hting on
campus," Hogan said. "I can
onl y hope they take our concerns seriously. From talking to
others I know I am not the onl y
one worried."
According to Terp, the College s

continual analysis involves mapping out lighting levels and surveying lig ht conditions , particularl y the overlap of lighting from
adjacent lamps , "finding where
the edges are. PPD, who reports
to Terp, must also determine what
area on a given lamppost requires
modification. "In some cases, it 's
just switching out the fixture.
Sometimes it 's getting an entire
new pole," Terp said. "It 's deciding what those changes are and
pulling that together."
One challenge of determining
the proper amount of lig hting
on campus is the foliage , which
onl y obstructs streetlamps in
certain seasons , Terp said. He
also pointed out that "sometimes if you increase fi ghting
in one area , you make the other
seem [darker]. "
Thoug h the College has many
walkways . PPD is "going to have
to target specific areas" with the
most Toot traffic , making it difficult to ensure that every path
is optimally fit , Terp added.
The heart of the issue is that
"we all have different fig ht sensitivities ," he said.
Terp emphasized that students, faculty and staff with
suggestions should not hesitate
to "send them along.

Cutler, LePage, Michauddebate Happy Halloween!
BY BRIAN MARTINEZ
News Staff

On October 15th, the Maine
State Chamber held the 2014
Maine Gubernatorial debate. Incumbent Governor Paul LePage
and his opponents, Democratic
Congressman Mike Michaud and
Independent Eliot Culter, engaged
in a critical and substantive debate regarding a range of issues.
Throughout the event , Governor
LePage emphasized his economic
record, while his two opponents
censured the Governors policies
as they made their own cases for
the job. The hour-long debate never grew contentious, though LePage s caustic wit—for which he is
infamous—did offset Cutler's own
brand of biting sarcasm and Michaud's congeniality.
The candidates debated and
responded to questions about
economic policy, women's reproductive rights, health care, and
education. They also touched on
issues such as food insecurity, renewable energy, gun control, and
corporate and public welfare. Right
from the start , Lepage's opponents
attacked him for his partisanship
and the public policy it produces.
In response, LePage said, "When
you have good public policy, I work
with you. If you try to get me to do
bad public policy—it goes in the
garbage. I don 't have time."

On the issue of economic policy, the candidates were especiall y
critical of the Governor 's recora.
According to Michaud, "The
number one issue...is to fire Governor LePage. He is the biggest
detriment to job growth." Cutler
agreed, saying, "If we keep arguing with each other. ..we are not
going to pull ourselves out of an
eleven-year nose dive that Maine's
economy has been in." Despite the
criticism, LePage continually cited
his administration's achievements
in job growth, stating "We've created 20,000 jobs."
The candidates talked at length
on the issue of health care. Cutler and Michaud both bemoaned
LePage's choice to refuse Medicaid
expansion under the Affordable
Care Act. "There are 70,000 Mainers who were denied [health care]
access—of which 3,000 are veterans—because [of] this Governor,"
Michaud said. Nevertheless, LePage emphasized the shortcomings
of accepting additional Medicaid
funds. If (uninsured people] get
insurance on the exchange, they get
commercial insurance—subsidized
by the federal government—which
is a much higher reimbursement
rate than [provided by] Medicaid ,"
LePage said .
Women's reproductive rights were
another central issue addressed in
the debate. Cutler attacked Michaud
for his voting record on the issue.

"[Michaud] is also the only person
on this stage to cast twenty-seven
years of anti-choice votes," Cutler
said. Michaud, however, emphasized his increasing understanding
of the issue. "Yes, I have evolved on
that issue, but what is wrong with
evolving?" Michaud said.
At the end of the evening, each
candidate named the top priority
of his prospective administration.
Cutler was steadfast in his support
of education as a means for longterm economic growth: "Top priority, without question, is education. 1
want every kid in the state of Maine
to be trained and educated so that
he or she can have a job," Cutler
said. LePage concurred on the issue, but said "The problem with
Maine [is that] not enough money
goes into the classroom. Too much
goes to union bosses...and administration." Michaud identified economics as an essential priority, as
well as breaking partisanship.
The candidates ended with several closing statements. Cutler emJthasized his political objectivity and
bcus on growing Maine's economy
in the 21" century. LePage asserted
his commitment to the American
Dream, imploring the audience to
"Remember the major difference
between my opponents and me.
They believe everyday is April 15; I
believe it's July 4."
A video of the entire debate can
be found on C-Span's website.

Portland approves Mayoral forum at Hall School
Students pose
2015 summerconcert questions
to city 's
mayoral candidates
BY SAVANNAH J UDGE
Local News Editor

BY CAROL INE FERGUSON
Asst. Local News Editor
On Oct. 20, Portland city councilors unanimously voted in approval ot an August
2015 summer music
festival that will be
hosted on the Eastern
Promenade.
This approval permits the acting city
manager to work
with
Townsquare
Media
Portland ,
LLC to produce a
concert. The decision came as a result of the success of
2012 music festival
called the Gentlemen of the Road,
which was headlined by the British folk rock band
Mumford & Sons.
The 2012 concert .
which was also
hosted on the Eastern Promenade,
had an estimated total of 15,000
fans attend to hear the bands. With
this, city officials and Townsquare

Media together hope to host a similarly successful yet smaller and better-organized version of the 2012
festival, projecting a total crowd
between 6,000 and 8,000. The event
would occur this
coming summer.
Despite the set approval, city officials
and
Townsquare
Media are still working together to determine who will
be performing and
which
weekend
in August it will
be held. Since the
Eastern Promenade
surrounds the residential Munjoy Hill
neighborhood the
choice of performer
is very important to
the town as it will
determine the behavior and atmosphere of the crowd
the
performance
draws in. Because of this, the city
holds the right to approve any and
all performing acts before the council reaches an official agreement.
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While students at the Waterville
Junior Hi gh School were wrapping up Spirit Week 2014 with a
school-wide assembly on Oct. 24 ,
fourth- and fifth-grade students
at the Albert S. Hall School across
town were at an assembly of a ditferent nature.
The students had the opportunity to ask questions of the three
candidates running for mayor in
the city of Waterville. The candidates, Nick Isgro, Karen Rancourt-Thomas and Stephen Aucoin, answered inquiries about
sustainability, safety, buildings
and construction, education and
other personal questions, such
as what the candidates like about
Waterville and how they hope to
improve the city if elected.
Students sat on the wooden cafeteria floor with their teachers and
waved at a camera that caught the
forum on a video that is available
on YouTube.
"First of all, clap if you are excited," Uri Lessing, a fifth grade
teacher at the Hall School, said
to the students to kick things off.
Lessing organized the mayoral forum so that students would be able
to identify the candidates and encourage their parents to vote.
This was a unique experience
for the young students. Not everyone gets to do something like
this, so I think it 's fun," the Hall
School's Principal Barbara Jordan said to those assembled. One
student from each class came to a
podium to ask a question and each
candidate had one minute to answer, keeping their answers short
and on-point.
Isgro, a Republican, works for
Skowhegan Savings Bank and is the
father of three children. RancourtThomas, an education tech at Waterville Junior Hi gh School and City
Councilor representing D-Ward 7,
is running unenrolled. Aucoin, the
Democratic candidate, served two

terms on the City Council (20052010) and is the former Housing
Director at the Kennebec Valley
Mental Health Center and Unit Director at the Waterville Area Boys
and Girls Club.
The first question, posed by Mrs.
Lovendhal's fourth-grade class
asked the candidates what inspired
them to run for mayor. TheiT answers revealed their involvement in
city affairs and their commitment to
making a positive contribution to
the community. Rancourt-Thomas
shared a piece of advice from her
lather, who said,
"There's nothing that
can stop you from
chang ing the world.
All you nave to do is
get involved."
The
candidates
gave diverse answers
when asked what they
would do to improve
Waterville. RancourtThomas and Isgro
focused on different ways of lowering
taxes, and Aucoin
said he would try to
increase engagement
of local citizens.
When asked what
they liked most
about
Waterville,
all three candidates
said the people. Isgro recounted that
when he moved
back to Maine after time away,
the first thing he noticed was the
kindness of strangers. "This is a
community that cares...We have so
many things here and programs in
the city that are all about our community."
Safety, especially for Waterville youth , was another issue addressed at the forum. Isgro and
Rancourt-Thomas spoke about
the police force. Aucoin added
that it is important for students to
"Look out for each other and care
for each other."
On the topic of crime, Isgro
talked about the importance of
supporting our police officers and
"creating an economic environment where people aren't resorting to crime. Rancourt-Thomas
discussed the possibility of hav-

ing informational sessions in the
community and installing neighborhood police officers to "[stop ]
crimes before they even begin."
According to Aucoin, "On the
whole, Waterville is ri ght in the
national average.. .with regard to
crime....The concentration of
crime reall y is in the South End."
He said he would put a community
police officer in the South End as
soon as the city could afford it.
The candidates had differ
ing views on Pay as You Throw
(PAYT), .i relatively new initiative
that requires residents to purchase
special
garbage
bags in order for the
city to remove their
curbside waste. "I
didn ' t vote against
the recycling, " Rancourt-Thomas said.
"1 voted against
having to force
families to buy
these bags. I find
them an undue burden on the families
of this city. I would
repeal PAYT." Isgro
said the program
is saving the city
thousands of dollars a week, and
that recycling must
continue but without the extra taxes.
He said he has been
investigating recycling programs
in other towns like Scarborough ,
where residents use 50-gallon cans
that are collected by a private contractor. Aucoin said the city should
make its best effort to make PAYT
work. "The bags are expensive, but
people are pleased with the way
this works," he said.
At the end of the forum, Lessing posed the final question to the
students. "What can you do?" he
asked; "Who can you encourage
to vote? Your parents. Give me...
some applause if you 're going to
talk to your parents about voting."
He was met with clapping.
The Morning Sentinel and
Thomas College will be hosting a
formal debate on Oct. 30 in Ayotte Auditorium at Thomas College at 6 p.m.

"Give me...
some
applause if
you're going
to talk toyoxir
patentsabout
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Matthews '13 awarded second Fulbrightyear in Bra z il
thews said . That same day ]1 found
zil. While it is certainl y more exout], I received an email informing f>ensive (and our stipend is not
me that there were new openings in
uxurious). it has been incredBrazil, as the government had ex- ible. There are always cultural
panded the program "
or academic events happening
In June 2013. Matthews learned
and the city is very safe in comthat she received a Fulbrig ht Schol- parison to other ETA placement
arship and would begin teaching in cities. A huge plus is the great
Brazil in Feb. 2014.
amount ot treeDuring her first year
dom we are given
in Brazil, she dealt
as ETAs to impleprimaril y with teachment
projects
ing English to engiand innovate at
neering, biology and
the universities.
chemistry students.
I have been able
This year, she is work
to play a hugeing to tram a new
role in shaping
group of F.TAs.
the
programs
¦Brazil lias by no
with which I am
means been easy. In
working. A con
fact , it was pretty difof the program us
ficult at the beginthe lack of comBureaucracy
ning.
munication
beAbbott Matthews
has no leal meaning
tween all of the
QmoflOU
until vou have been
host universities
to Brazil. But. with all
and the Fulbright
of that said . Brasilia
Commission.
(the capital where I
However ,
with
am placed) has become home and such a quick expansion of the
I have built a pretty amazing life program (30 FTAs in 2013 to 120
here. Once I got through all of the
ETAs in 2014), this is probabl y
red tape and actuall y began teachgoing to improve over time."
ing and making a difference at
Matthews ' experience in Brazil
the University. I began to see how has altered her career path. While
rewarding it was. I found a great she once saw a future in Foreign
side project (the FTA work onl y Service, she is now more interested
accounts for 15-20 hours a week) in working with public policy. "As
with the United Nations Office on
I have seen how Brazil' s educaDrugs and Crime doing research." tion and health systems continue to
she said.
strugg le. I have found myself often
Matthews also spoke about the thinking. 'How can we fix this? Or
pros and cons of the Fulbrig ht
at least improve it ? '" she said.
program: "It reall y depends on
After comp leting her second
where you are placed in the Fulbrig ht year. Matthews hopes
country. I received an amazing
to get a job in Brazil before she
begins the app lication process for
p lacement in the capital of Bra

"Take
advantage of
this time right
after college
and explore."

B Y S IMONE L EUNG

Asst. Features Editor

When Abbott Matthews 13
awarded a second r-ulbnght
year in Brazil, she jumped at the
opportunity to serve as a mentor
for the incoming group of English
leaching Assistants (FTA ) at the
University of Brasilia. In addition
to continuing her work wilh a pro
gram tailed Ing les Sem Fronteiras,
which teaches English to students
with a specific focus on sendin g
students abroad. Matthews corresponded in an email. "Another
year in Brazil would onl y strength
en my Portuguese skills , allow me
to continue gaining experience,
and let me use my time as a young
adult exp loring "
Matthews came to Colb y as a
First Semester Abroad (FSAJ student after spending her first seWAS

mester of college in Salanica, Spain
where "the travel bug [awoke) m
me ," she said Since then. Matthews
has spent much of her time travelling. While majoring in Govern
ment and Latin American studies
at the College, she studied abroad
in Montevideo. Uruguay during
her junior year and later did thesis
research on political graffiti in Bo
gota, Colombia When Matthews
was not abroad, she was a hammer
thrower on the Women 's Track and
Field team and served as a captain
during her junior and senior years.
She also tutored m the Farnham
Writers ' Center and worked in the
Career Center.
When Matthew originall y applied to the Fulbright Foundation,
she hoped to get an English "leach
ing Assistant position m Venezuela, but when she was not chosen to
fill one of the two open spots , she
looked for alternate options Mat

graduate programs in the U.S.,
where she hopes to pursue a Masters in Public Policy with a focus
on international policy.
When not working. Matthews
tries to take advantage of opportunities to explore. She attended two
World Cup games and took a tour
of Brazil this past Jul y, but she says
her "bi ggest and proudest accomplishment has been running [her]
first half-marathon in Rio de Janeiro." where she came in third p lace
for her age group,
„
Matthews time spent abroad also
caused her to reflect on her time at
the College. "Now that I have had
more than a year away from [the Col
lege], I think perspective has taught
me that the relationships I made with
my professors were the best asset that
Colby gave me. l iving abroad and
meeting so many different people
with different life stories is incred ibly important to me. So, if I were to
say one thing that I was disappointed
in at Colby, it would be the lack of
diversity. .. I don 't necessarily just
mean race... I mean in terms of life
experience and back ground too....
More diversity at a school like Colb y
is only going to hel p students learn
more from different perspectives and
[understand] .. the world ," she said.
When asked about her advice for
current Colby students who might be
interested in the Fulbrig ht program,
she said. " Take advantage of this time
right after college and explore. You
will gain a whole new perspective on
life and your career. Too many of the
people my age that I know are stressed
about finding their career immediate
ly. Let it happen and let it come to you.
Pushing yourself to find the perfect
thing will onl y limit you in the end."

Haynes '14 reflects on her experience with SOBHU and
how it has given her a piece of New York in Waterville
Student discusses life
on campus and plans
for after graduation
B Y MARCOUES HOUSTON
News Staff
The students and faculty on the
Hill are well aware of the Pugh Center and what it tries to do in order to
better our environment. But do they
know about the people behind the
scenes that plan who eye-opening
events? Do they know who is passionate about making this institution better? One of the most prominent forces in the Pugh Center is
Tionna Haynes 15. Haynes is the
President of Students Organized for
Black and Hisp anic Unity (SOBHU)
for the second strai ght year and has
been involved with the club since her
first year at the College. During her
sophomore year, she decided to join
the Board of SOBHU and became
Co-Chair of Communications. The
next year she was voted President of
the club. "What keeps me coming
back and working as hard as I do is
seeing the smiles on peoples' faces
when they are enjoying a program
the board and I have put together.
she said. "My motivation behind my
work is to see people enlig htened
and elated during an event."
Haynes is from New York City,
and she cites her hometown as the
reason she joined SOBHU. She said.
"1 wanted something familiar t"
what I was used to at home. I knew
I could feel comfortable being in a
''

small town at a predominantl y white
institution in Maine, but I wanted to
be a part of a club where I could stay
connected with my blackness."
Haynes is also a member of
the dance club Vuvuzela. which
caug ht her interest after she decided to stud y abroad in Ghana. "After taking a Ghanaian dance class
when I was abroad last Spring. .. I
wanted to continue being connected to the African culture, dance
and people." she said. "I hope the
leaders know how much joy I feel
being a member."

"I knew I could
feel comfortable
in a small
town at a
predominantly
whiteinstitution
in Maine."
Tionna Haynes
Qossof2015

After graduation. Haynes would
like to pursue a career in education.
"In Kinder garten , I said 1 wanted to
be a teacher after my WNBA ca-

reer was over. My basketball days
are over, but I want to teach in an

here at Colby, saying, "When the
pressure is on, it 's nothing to stayup to 3 a.m. and wake up at 9 a.m.
for work or to do an all-nig hter.
Haynes offered some advice
for underclassmen here on the
Hill: "Co!by was a challenging new
environment for me my first year.
When something is challenging
and new. you can either adapt or
let the pressure crush you.... Colby
forced and still forces me to be a
better version oi myself."
"I' ve stepped out of my comfort
/.one, expanded my knowledge
base, learned to speak up, tried
new things, made tons of mistakes ,
learn[ed] from those mishaps, and
became a better leader. I know myself much better than I did when I
first came to the Hill. And when
you know yourself and become
''

Haynes'
biggest
message for
her peers
is to get
involved
and to find
yourself the
same way
that she did.

comfortable with your flaws and
virtues, no one can tell you otherwise. Colb y allowed me to find
myself and be me." said Haynes.
Haynes ' most important piece of
advice was, "appreciate the peop le
who love you. ...Don 't try to change
yourself , deal with someone else 's
bullsh' t. or feel like you are unappreciated for someone who can't see
the potential alread y inside of you '
"Between COOT, dorm events, and
the clubs you join, you will be able to
separate the wheat from the chaff'
(Psalm 1) and end up with a goodgroup
of friends to hold you down.'
Haynes' biggest message for her peers
is to get involved and to find yourself the
same way that she did Haynes said that
college is not easy for anyone, but if you
surround yourself with the right people.
then you are only helping yourself

urban city—hopefull y, at home in
New York City," she said.
Regarding her busy schedule,
Haynes said. "By senior year, you
learn your best ways of stud ying,
how to stud y and work efficiently,
and to skim.'
She recalls several times throu g hout her time here at Colby that she
would wear sweatpants to classes,
signif ying that she was riding the
"strugg le bus." "If you ever see me
with sweatpants on. I may be strugg ling," she said. Haynes mentioned
how she adapted to the intense
workload that she has been dealt

Student explains the legend behind his nickname <(the Birdman "

Junior recalls how he
became interested in
studying birds
B Y IZZY ZAIDI
News Staff
His friends know him simp l y
.is, "the Birdman. "
This past summer, Paul Dougherty 16 spent ten weeks working
for Project Puffin, an organization founded by celebrated ornithologist Dr. Stephen W. Kress ,
and affiliated with the National
Audubon society. The original
goal of Project Puffi n was to reintroduce the seabirds eliminated from their historic nesting
grounds in the Gulf of Maine.
The organization
brought
back a n u m b e r of t e r n s , a type
of seabird — as well -is the t i t u l a r
puffin—to islands across s o u t h ern Maine, an area in w h i c h the
birds almost completel y disapp eared. "What nroiect Puffin

does is protect nesting habitats
and conduct research (on the
birds], " Dougherty exp lained. "I
learned lots of thin g s. 1 learned
how to band [tagging] bird
chicks , like little tern and puffi n
chicks. 1 learned how to identif y
all the different fish the birds
were bringing back. The experience showed me t h e i m p o r t a n c e
oi collecting good data. "
In addition to the anal ytical portion ot his experience,
Doug herty described his overall
observation of t h e birds to be
rewarding. "We would do these
feeding studies where we would
just sit in a blind tor three hours
and nist watch the terns and
p u f f i n s bring back fish to their
chicks ," he said. "We would re
cord species ol tish and sue of
fish, which was cool because that
will tell you about fishing conditions. I learned how to cook using a camp stove and how to live
in a lent for ten weeks. "
Doug herty doesn ' t consider
himself to be an outdoors) ' per
son ami had to adtusi to living m

a tent. "I' m from Massachusetts.
I' ve never reall y been camping
or a n y t h i n g longer than COOT.
That was a bit of an ad j u s t m e n t ,
but I got used to it. I'd do it
again, " Doug herty said.
"We were out on thes e nesting islands , with onl y two to five
peop le on them. 1 got to move
around, but some people were
out there for a whole season ,"
he explained. "1 wasn ' t on one
island longer t h a n two or three
weeks. We would camp out there
and study the birds. "
"We m e a s u r e j d ] the chicks as
they grew to learn about growth
rales and record what fish they ' re
b r i n g i n g back, w h i c h also indi
cates changes in the ocean. We
band chicks so they can may be
be sig hted in the future. We did
a lot of re-Sighting of adult bird s
w i t h bands and that was kind of
cool because after you looked
at a bird and recorded its band
n u m b e r , you could p lug into the
database and see where else it 's
been seen , where it was originall y banded [and] how old it
is," he exp lained.
The bands Project Puffin uses
include an identification n u m ber printed on a lig ht a l u m i n u m
weig ht that is then wrapp ed
a r o u n d the leg of a bird. 'It 's
like a social security number, "
Doug herty said. "Every individual bird gets a unique band
number. Some species of more
concern, like p u f f i n s and the
arctic tern, also get a field read
able band , which onl y usuall y
has two letters and two numbers which has the possibility ol
maybe repeating hut makes field
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n for field re-si g hting much easier and s o m e t i m e s
they get a band w i t h a geoloca
tor on it. "
Geo locators , also known as
GI.S tracking and geologgcrs ,
are small devices tli.it can identify where an i n d i v i d u a l b u d has
been. According to Doug herty ,
puffins have high nest site tide!
ity. so t h e y tend to r e t u r n to the
same burrow each season
II

p u f f i n , put a geo locator on it.
and then go to the same burrow
the next year , you can take the
geo locator off and see where
they 've been."
Doug herty found the arctic
terns p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t e r e s t i n g ,
since they m i g r a t e f u r t h e r t h a n
any other bird in the world. "It 's
cooler to see the geoloca tors
ot an arctic tern. The ones in
Maine are in the very s o u t h e r n
tip ot the breeding
range, "
Dougherty
said. "Some ot them
breed reall y far into
the Arctic, and they
spend all w i n t e r at
the South Pole to
maximize the hours
of lig ht they get. An
arctic tern sees more
hours ot s u n l i g ht
t h a n any other animal in the w o r l d . "
has
Doug herty
been
passionate
about birds from a
young age "I start ed
getting into birds
when I was m t h i r d
grade. " he recalled. "I
don ' t know why. My
parents aren 't into
birds at all. I guess
1 went to n a t u r e
camp and just had a

few experiences that

des over a n o t h e r in an a t t e m p t
to bring one back. "Basically
there 's a ton ot gulls out there —
way more than there have been
in the past — because they are
able to feed on trash, like lobster
bait, d u r i n g the winter , so there's
an u n n a t u r a l l y hig h n u m b e r ot
p r e d a t o r y birds. With regard lo
the efforts to try to continually
kill them every year, it allows
the '.lipids ' ( p u f f i n s ) and the
ter ns to main
tain ,i foothold
in Maine "
"My stance is
t h a t i t s jusii
tied in the end
because w i t h o u t
the active hu
man
manage
n u n ! of these
islands .
it s
t h o u g ht that the
tern
colonies
wouldn't
last
for very long. I
t h i n k the terns
have a rig ht to
be there since
they ' ve always
been
there. "
Doug h e r t y
as
serted. "It 's reall y
terrible
h a v i n g to kill
so many gulls.
T h a n k f u l l y , I' ve
never had to do
it. but I did get
to eat one."
In regard to
Paul Dougherty
gulls.
Doug h
erty
does his
Glassof 2016
best to avoid
"birding
ehl
ism." Musterin g
his patience, he exp lained that
there is no bird that is actuall y
tailed a "seagull ." t h o u g h there
are many different gull species
that are similar to one anoth
er T try to catch myself when
I get mad at peop le lor saving

"I... went to
nature camp
and just
had a few
experiences
that showed
me how cool
[birds] were...
This summer
allowed me
to do real
fieldwork for
the first time."

showed me how cool
they were —like seeing a falcon or some
t h i n g — b u t 1 like to
go birding a lot. This
s u m m e r allowed me
to do real fieldwork
tor the first t i m e ant}
also go birding on
these reall y great hig h l a n d s and
see all kinds of t h i n g s I'd never
seen before."
Some peop le disagree with
Project Puffin's methods be
cause the organization priori
tizes more at-risk species over
gull species and other common
predator* , that could harm the
t e r n and puffin colon ies I h u s .
peop le are questioning the mo-

•seagull."

As tor now . the Birdman will
head to A u s t r a l i a t h i s s p r i n g and
t he bread t h of new avian i. real tires

Letterf r o mthe Editors:

The Joint Opinion

If you weren't at the balloon poppingforum this past Friday, you should have
been.This isrit meantto besomekind oOectumbutasa communitythatreg^
calk for transparency—orahernativeryrollstheir eyeswhensuch a caB is issued—
the event constituteda healthy conversationmis Collegeneeded to have.

The attack of the Watervillians

SAM: Ok first we need to like, define
the parameters of this thing.
In using the wordXoUegeT we dorit mean some unseen entity that roughly
PETE: Right, exact rules. What exconstitutessome facelessadministrativeforce, ncc dro\es of namelessstudents.
act hypothetical situation are we going
to be discussing here?
CoaiyOflegemiud^eveiyrj wwtor
in someway; shapeor form. This meansthatwe areafl accountablefor whatgoes
SAM: Waterville like rr
force against Colby. Ever
on atop Mayflower Hul.but additionally,wesnouMall be educatedabout how it
in Waterville just deci
rites. After sitting through the Questionsand cornnientaiy,it was abundantly
theforum was a vakiabteeduthey're going to attack e
thatdespitethevigororauracademicpursuits,
eryone at Colby?
cation for everyonein attendance.
PETE: Well it wouldi
be tike the entirety of VV
Whfletherewaswriueto manyoftheexchanges,one that stood outtookplace
betweenMaravtifeCfenxTO'l6a«ltrusteesAlineM
terville, I think.
SAM: Let's take the :
da 79 and Bob DJamcwA Clemens,who fa
pusin dialoguesregarding
climatechange,spoke about her expenerioswhile adgovernment employees oi
"nuty'
ville,
that way they don t get the police
vocatingfor dwestrnentfrom
(enviianmenta^inenjxinsebk^con^anies.
force and their guns.
PETE: Good looks. They're at a
Oemensnotedthecarethathadbeen
takento eckicatestudeittactwistsonwhat
divestmentmeanton a largerscale—ircfodingan iriabilin*to suprxirt the current
town hall meeting or something, and
they re like, r** Colby.
volumeofanidentson
nranrial aidtoreap
SAM: [laughing] Ve
theprufc iiion Jinn shownby students and addedthatdiveiu'iii'Jil wasnevertruly
dared war." Colby Collej
offthetable.(Moreon the exchangeon PageI )
has like, b"""**ed out on tht
Now, asjournalists—partkarlaib
last taxi cab payment or
/angsty undergraduate^
something.
be cynical of that last remark.On paper, t soundslikeen^ rhetoric, and we
wouldrft bebeinghonestwim ourselvesif wethoughtthatdirn^changewas no
PETE: But they've openl)
declared war. so we ha\
longeran issuesonpfy becausethedivestmentnKwernemhas gonesomevmatout
some time to prepare, like
ofvogue.
ganize and make defenses.
SAM: Two days. But the governButyDukrKywwh*?Itihanntsexttem
the orjpcctunityto witnessthis conversationarid the earnestnessthat COTIKSfrom
ment is out on this. No one is coming
to help us.
real,candidinteractionwheretohierarchywasvirtual!) e nrunated(tnistees sat out
PETE- Vigilante s"*. But I think no
amongthe students)and me collectivereactionfrom inc^everyravin theroom
cars. Like we can't just drive away and
was,to paraphrase,a collective"mis is whywe needto talkf"
go somewhere else.
Ihe notion of activism has been a hot-button issue over the past two or three
SAM: "Villains have barricaded
campus. And cut off communication,
years—particularly in the wakeof "ReclaimColby" and the ongomg batueover
Miller Library How one takes action and truly enactsprogressis somewhat relaobviously.
PETE: [action movie voice] "They
tiveto theindividual. Some are radicals,sonieare philanthropistsan^
hit us with an EMP!"
simply try to educate themselves.
SAM: That 's actually, yeah that 's sort
of interesting, that knocks out the inThe thought certainly counts, but the action onmts rrwre Wliife the main ac
tiooofthenewAdiniiustratxMimusfarhas
ternet and everything too. But ok so
thatthey
first of all, I don't think this is a very dehavehada profoundimpacton Colby studera^wim manynsalh^
may
finaBy havea voice. In the end, the goal of activism is to have demands heard
fensible location. They also outnumber
and bringaboutchange.While real changeis still mtangfok the Administrationis
us by like, so many.
PETE: Isn't that like the fun of it
sendinga dear message;we're listening.
though?
-The Editorial Staff of 77*0%SAo
SAM: But I don 't want to go Alamo
for no reason, dude. There needs to
be a plan to keep spirits up and hopes
alive!
PETE: I think we Alamo it I'm for
the Alamo.
Published by the students of Colby Collegesince 1877
SAM: Dude, but a lot of people
would not be down to Alamo. I'm with
David DiNicola Editor-in-Chief
you, I'll fi ght to the last man, but...
Sam LeBlanc, Editor-in-Chief
PETE: Yeah but I mean the kind of
people who are down to Alamo are
Megan Lasher
Carli Jaff
Wilder Davies
the kind of people here who are going
to be doing the fighting anyway. Like,
News Editor
Features Editor
A&E Editor
if we're being realistic here, the vast
majority of Colby people would just
Teri7 O'Connor
Savannah Jud ge
Jake Bleich
f**"ing leave.
A&E Editor
SAM: Well they're going to get killed.
Opinions Editor
Local News Editor
If they try to leave, they run into the
'villain blockade and get captured and
killed.. .so for defenses, I don't really go
Sara Kaplan
Matthew Lara
Tarts
Er^
to Miller that much, so I can't really com"
Lead Copy Editor
Forum Editor
ment,but it's got a lot of, uh, space in it
PETE: I think one of the pros of it, like
CJ Smith
entrances-wise
, it's got those big doors
Natalie Sill
JackWalpuck
Business &
by the steps, we could put up barricades
IT Manager
Grap hics Editor
Advertising Manager
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there,and then the entrances in the street
are pretty narrow, we could bottleneck
'em and all that.
SAM: Ah, but like how are we gonna
get guns? We have the gun dub and the
dub...
ETE: That 's like six f***ing
ins.
SAM: Tops. That 's like
six guns, like five bow-andarrows.
PETE: '"You have my
ow!' 'And my axe!"'
SAM: Dude, the woodman's
ould be so useless.
PETE: How many people in Waterville, do you think, realistically, have
their own gun?
SAM: Oh man. dude, I bet there
ire guns in Waterville than
iple.
PETE: Ah. I don't know
ibout that.
SAM: There's probably
a lot of guns. Wed need to
nake raids, on houses close
) Colby to get more guns,
ybe there's some kind of online gun registry where we could
check out who has guns.
PETE: They EMP*dus dude, you
have no internet.
SAM: Oh, that's true. Yeah ok so we
need food and weapons.
PETE: We have a stockpile of food
from Sodexo. the only problem I think
is defending it, 'cuz Dana is not like the
most defensible place in the world. Biga" windows and all that.
SAM: We have to move the food...
yeah, you 're right. None of them are
that good, really, Bob's, Foss....Bob's is
actually PETE: Bobs wouldn't be bad I think.
It's the windows down low that I'm
worried about.
SAM: They're big. You can take cover behind them though I think. Dude,
dose quarters fighting behind some
tables?
PETE: That would be absurd. The
tables move though, I feel like we could
' ust put them up against the windows,
{nit bullets would tear right through
those tables.There's not a lot on Colby's
campus that's not, like very easy for an
assault rifle to get through.
SAM: Dude, I bet the tunnels, in the steam tunnels...
PETE:But if they get in there, you're
cooked.
SAM:They don't knowabout 'em!
PETE: The entire dty of Waterville,
what like 15,000? Somebody's going to
know about them.
SAM: Wellwe get the Colby employeestoo.
STEVE: That's big
PETE: That is a game-changer.
SAM You think security has guns?
Probably like one
PETE: I don't think they da I would
bet probably not They're prettyquick to

call the cops. Any situation where they
would need a gun, they would just call
the cops.
SAM: We should ask Jeff Coombs if
he has a gun. "Hi. we're doing research
for the Echo, do you have a gun?" ...
yeah they might not havea gun actually.
PETE I think we could make this scenario more exciting if we take away firearms altogether.
SAM: Yeahwe haveto. Otherwisewe
just lose. And now we're doing well!We
have some athletes! Like then the physical fitnessaspect starts to play a role
PETE We're still outnumbered like
seven to one, that's no joke.
SAM: Then the archery squad comes
into play. We just bought a bunch of archery stuff.
PETE Foryour quad?
SAM: No,like the school! We bought
a bunch of stuff for the archery team. Although we should get some for our quad
too...
STEVE [laughing] .. .pick off freshmen.
PETE So we have hand-to-hand
Watervillain assailants, inbound...imminently.
SAM: Heights, Hillside, and the
Apartments, do we stay there, or retreat
to there?
PETE I don't know about Hillside...
SAM: It would be pretty crazy to use
our knowledge to—
PETE Wed still have to organize a
complicated defense in there.
SAM: We could do it They'd get lost,
and wed have people, 1don't know.
PETE Now I'm imaginingsome ninja
scenarios. Have some sophomore who
lives there hiding behind a comer...
SAM: Yeah, exactly. "He knows Hillside too wdi!"
PETE "It's quiet in here. . .too quiet"
SAM: The Apartments has kitchens,
but I guesswe wouldn't need.. .but having access to a bigger Sodexo kitchen
would benecessaryto feed everyone We
haveto dedde whereto fall backto.
PETE Honestly . I think Bobs would
have to be one of those Aside from those
windows...like nowhere is that secure
on campus.
SAM: That might evenbe our base of
operations.
PETE The Echo office in particular is
verydefensible I think.
SAM That whole complex could be
a good guard room. So do we get like
swordsand s"*?
PETE I think just what's available to
us now.
SAM:Baseballbats, hockeysticks...
STEVEMacbook Pros.
PETE My former roommatessledgehammer.
SAM: He would be a huge asset! I
would love to have him on that Ok so
who would havepolitical control in this
scenario? Not SGA.
PETE:Definitely not
(Stay tunedfor Part Twonextweek)

A Review as American as Apple Pie

Sodexo pie: better than meets the eye

The bustling kitchens of Bob's
produces many things: flatbread
pizzas , rotisserie chickens, and
even goat-cheese salads. However
nothing can top the ruler of Bob's
cuisine: the pie. Sodexo
of note this week was t
Two-Layer Pump kin.
The fancy pie featured both a top layer
of p u m p k i n pie and a
bottom layer of cream ,
all atop a crumble crust
It appeared very elega¦
upon its small white
and the e f f o r t made towards its
presentation was evident in the
clean even cuts separating each
piece , fust as well , the craftsmanship of the baker could be
seen in the even thickness of
each layer.
The texture of the pie was
mixed, but satisf y ing. The
thicker p u m p kin layer mixed
well with the lig hter cream in

the mouth, making an overall
enj oyable experience. Imagine
the sensation of petting a soft
kitten; this is the best way to
describe the smooth mix the pie
j had. Unfortunately.
.* crust separated easil y
nd mixed unwelcome
granules into the feel,
as if the kitty 's fur were
covered in crumbs
-vhile you pet it.
The taste of the p ie
ers were decidedl y un:ssive. There was simply little to distinguish the pie
from its fellow pumpkin pie , save
that the cream was underneath
the pump kin layer. If you were
to simply put whi pped cream on
top of a normal pump kin pie , the
result would be quite frankl y the
same. It didn 't hel p that the actual
pump kin layer tasted stretched ,
as if the baker watered down the
normal pump kin pie mix.

The one plus that the pie had
was the taste of its crust. Althoug h texturally disagreeable ,
the crust of supposed graham
cracker crumbs was quite voluptuous. It had a sweet and full
taste , as if the sugar caramelized
while it baked or if cinnamon
maple syrup was holding all of
the crumbs together.
College regular Ben Broug ham
partook in the pie-eating with
gusto. As he ate the pie , he nodded slowly, and decreed "it 's not
banana cream pie. But I like it."
He proceeded to finish the pie
and smile a little , meaning that it
was by all means acceptable.
Considering the texture and
taste, as well as Broug ham 's input , it's clear the pie is about
equivalent to a slig htl y above average pumpkin pie. On a scale of
I to banana cream pie, the TwoLayer Pump kin falls in at about a
cool breeze on a summer day

The Art of Bleiching

Disciplinary irnrnunity: a baby step toward alcohol reform

The first time I called security
on an intoxicated student was earlier this year. For those of you who
have read my previous pieces (all
three of you), you'll know that it
happened in Hei g hts, when I stumbled upon an unresponsive student
alone in the bathroom. In that moment , it was undeniably the right
thing to do.
Still, that didn't stop me from
hesitating as I was dia
number. Maybe I'm a si
person because I thoug
for a single second that
should just let him worl
it out on his own. How
ever, it 's a sentiment IV
always had at Colby whe
I or someone else has g<
overboard: no matter ho*
it is now, it wiil only be worse it
you 're taken to the hospital.
While I personall y have never
made the storied Saturday nig ht
journey to MaineGeneral , many a
friend has gone over the details.
After being checked out and written up by security, you're driven
to the hospital on your dime , kept
under observation , and while you
may think that leaving with your
bill (and ticket if you're under-

age) in hand will be the end of
your odyssey, you can bet you 'll
be receiving an email from Dean
Johnston on Monday morning.
That meeting will almost surely
lead to further sanctions.
When I visited my younger
brother, Matthew, at Hamilton
College this past fall break, we
went out on a Saturday ni ght.
While we were walking around ,
e across a scene all too
;mon at Colby: some
tor freshman who had
ine-shot-too-many bene loaded up in an amnuance. Reflexivel y, I
aid to Matthew, "Looks
ke he's got a date with
Dean ," to which Matrep lied with an incredulous, wny do you say tnatr
At Hamilton College, the administration has not instituted policies
that involve the Dean of Students
when a night goes awry. While
overly intoxicated Continentals
may have to deal with hospital
costs and police fines , if they or
another student call security, then
both are given immunity from disciplinary actions.
As a student who has taken care

of friends in the earl y hours of numerous Sunday mornings, it 's often very hard to call security on an
intoxicated student. Of course, as
someone who's received rudimentary medical training and has some
experience with drinking (surprise), 1 would certainl y call security if they were exhibiting signs of
alcohol poisoning, but it would be
my last choice. As far as I can tell ,
many times people just need a few
hours doing the Technicolor yawn
in a nearby receptacle, a couple Advil , a lot of water, and some sleep.
However, often the students
who get the most drunk are those
with little experience drinking.
And when they are incapacitated ,
who is left to care for them? Other
inexperienced drinkers, who are
most often first year students. This
distinction is especiall y important
because freshman year is a time of
unprecedented vulnerability. After
all , if the drunk person in question
is a roommate, a friend or a significant other, having them wake up
to numerous bills and discip linary
actions caused by your fearful actions could have negative consequences for your relationship with
tnem. This could potentiall y lead

Feminism is sweeter than candy

I'm neither a trick nor a treat
Halloween is one of my favorite
holidays, and I think that a lot of
that is due to the fact that it 's one
of the few days I get to dress up in
a ridiculous costume and have fun
without judgment. Last year, for
instance, I dressed up as a Power
Ranger. While I'm still undecided
on my costume this year, I've alread y planned a trip to Marden's to
try and find some inspiration.
In the words of Cady Heron
from Mean Girls, "Halloween is the
one day a year when a girl can dress
up like a total slut and no other
girls can say anything else about it."
Halloween is an amazing holiday.
one that I love because <
self-expression that can
seen in people's costume:
However, a lot of womer
unjustl y get a lot of heat
for wearing sexy outfits
on Halloween. Men anc
women alike call ther
sluts for wearing skimpy
very little clothing. Some
nists decry them as falli
stereotype, while others hail them
as paving the road for women.
Calls of laziness arise, and many
a stereotype surrounds the traditional costumes that some women
adorn. I don't know about you, but
I find all of these messages incredibly confusing and concerning.
Wh y is so much time and effort
put into defaming women for what
they choose to wear one nig ht of the
year? I just don't understand why
this is such a big issue. Regardless,

these types of conversations have a
lot of negative repercussions. These
conversations create the idea that
no matter what a girl does she can 't
do it right.
This is not just a conversation
about Halloween, but rather these
conversations are symptomatic of a
larger cultural issue. As a woman ,
it is easy to feel like 1 can never do
anything correctly. If I want to wear
a tig ht dress and go out , I'm called
a slut. If I want to wear something
a little more casual , I'm a prude. If
I don't have the standard modelstyle body type, I'm told to wear
clothes that will "thin me out," but
ry to wear the slimming
lor of black some will atack me for not appreciating my body type as it is
and accuse me of trying
to be something that I 'm
not. This extends beyond
ress though. If I try to be
ertive , I am told that I'm
ll y being bossy. But is that
tn being viewed as passive because I dont activel y work
to make my opinion known? The
double standards that women have
to try to live up to are absurd.
Granted, many costumes for
women are clearl y to exploit someone's sexuality. Whether you are
buying a pre-made costume or just
looking for ideas online, the obvious goal for a lot of costumes is to
show skin. You can literall y buy a
"Sexy Ebola Nurse " costume on the
Internet. And thoug h I may not

find some of these costumes tasteful (the Ebola one for many reasons), if women are wearing these
costumes to express themselves in
creative ways, wh y is it my business
to care?
I love dressing up in ridiculous
costumes because (let 's be honest)
I have a flair for the dramatic. I am
also enthusiastic and love the process of putting together an outfit
that I think is funny. I am not the
kind of girl who shows a lot of skin
on Halloween, but that 's because I
would rather wear a ludicrous or
nonsensical costume. I love expressing my personality through
my clothing choices, and I am
thankful that my personal style is
usuall y not subject to very many
criticisms (except for maybe being
told that I'm a weirdo, but I full y
embrace that aspect of my personality). I think that everyone should
enjoy this luxury. If you want to
dress up in a revealing costume,
go for it. If you don 't , that 's fine
too. Frankl y, I don't care what you
dress up as for Halloween; I just
like to see you utilize your originality. I want to see a piece of your
personality shine throug h your
costume, and I think that this is
liberating for all parties involved.
I don't want peop le to dress up a
certain way because they feel societal pressures to act that way.
Forget what other people want
from you. As Miley says, "Imma
do ma thang," and I think that you
should too.

Musings from Colby College's Foremost Cheese Expert

Long live the pump-king of beer!
It 's that time of year again.
When the leaves change from
green to red, the Patriots win game
after game , and everyone whips
out their Patagonia fleeces. Yeah,
you guessed it... it 's Fal
ever, campfires and pu
kin spice lattes should
be the onl y thing you'i
looking
forward
tt
When good of autumi
rolls around each yea
so does the quintessent
Maine fall beer: pum|
beer, that is. Every time
of fall and Colby, the first thing
that comes to mind is the always
classic Shipyard Pump kinhead.
Today I'm here not to discuss the
great revelry yielded by the pumpkin-headed horseman , but instead
I' m here to chat about the style of
pump kin beer and suggest some

pairings to make sure that anytime
you're craving a PSL, you 'll go for
pumpkin beer instead.
The first recorded brewing of
pumpkin beer hails from colonies. Being Eng lish setrs, the colonists loved
hemselves some beer.
Unfortunatel y,
malt
wasn 't the most available ingredient. So they
wound up using what
'as local and p lentiful:
mpkins. This native
was the easiest source
of fermentable sugars. In fact ,
sometimes pump kin would take
the p lace of malt entirel y.
After realizing that this beer
tasted quite good, pump kin beer
continued to be a stap le throug hout the 18th century but once
there was access to hig h quality

malts , pump kin beer was seen as
a rustic and archaic style. Today,
the style has made a resurgence
and is extremel y popular in the
fall. So next time you break into a
pump kin beer, know you 're taking
a sip of a true American beer style
that may have been at the original
Thanksgiving feast. Here are a few
cheeses and pump kin beers that
are sure to liven up your drinking
this Fall:
Cheese to Pair
• Point Reyes Original Blue
• Fuzzy Udder Creamery Co.
Sheep 's Milk Brie
Notable Pump kin Beers
- Dogfish Head Punkin Ale
• Southern Tier Brewing Co.
Imperial Puniking Ale
• Shipyard Smashed Pump kin

students to delay getting hel p in
times of real danger.
While I have written extensivel y
about this school's alcohol policies in the past , I cannot stress this
enoug h: Colby needs to rethink
how it deals with drinking. Indul ging (and over-indul ging) is an
inevitable part of the Colby experience, not just because we endure
six-month winters in rural Maine ,
but because this is college. This is
an important time in our lives, as
it is our first chance to utilize our
newfound freedoms to experiment
and explore. And like anyone embarking on a new adventure, students are going to make mistakes.
Now, the Administration can
make rules and regulations where
they ban hard alcohol or outlaw
open containers or discipline underage drinkers , and then go on to
believe they have solved the problem. However, the reality is that
they have merel y pushed the activity underground.
As the historian George Santayana said , "Those who do not
learn from history are condemned
to repeat it." When Prohibition
swept across America , the alcohol didn ' t disappear. Instead, it

went underground and unregulated , leading to the growth of
organized crime and deaths due
to shoddy alcohol. While I doubt
the mob or moonshine are coming
to Colby, we must see the parallel
dangers. When student drinking
f;oes underground , it makes it less
ikel y students will seek help when
things go wrong. It also gives security less utility to do their jobs , as
they are not always able to see the
people who are in trul y bad shape.
In essence , these policies create
a secretive drinking culture that
does little to protect students.
But I digress. While getting rid
of college discip linary actions
for underage students is a small
change, it 's a step in the right direction. By granting immunity to
students who make mistakes but
are responsible in seeking help,
students will be more willing to
ask for the hel p they need. Likewise, with more transparency, the
far-reaching detriments of Colby 's alcohol policies can become
visible, allowing us to have an
honest conversation about alcohol on campus. Then maybe, just
may be , we can finall y have some
frank conversations.

r^ IOKAS * "S
SPECIALS
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228

kJOKAS'DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St, Waterville, ME

WE NOW TAKE
CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS"!
Amstel Radler - 6 Pack
Now only $6.99 + Tax and Deposit
Saranac Shandy -12 Pack
Now only $7.99 + Tax and Deposit
Johnny Appleseed - 25oz Cans
Now only $0.99 + Tax and Deposit

S

Don't forget to
bring us your
returnables!
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Visiting photographer puts lens on Chicano movement

B Y DAVID DI NICOLA
Editor-in-Chief
At age ten. Pulitzer Prizewinning
photographer
Jose
Galvez entered the offices of
the Arizona Dally Star carrying
a shoeshine box "Times were
so different. You could have a
kid wandering in off the street, "
Galvez said, referencing himself From this point on. Galvez
immersed himself in the world
of journalism, entranced during t h i s first visit to an editorial
space. "I was very impressionable back then. "
Galvez worked under the guidance of Victor Thronton. a managing editor of the Daily Star and
city editor of the Phoenix Gazette.
"He took me under his wing and
let me sit in on dail y news conferences, " Galvez recalled. "He
encouraged me and pushed me to
question what 1 saw.'
In hig h school. Galvez boug ht
a camera at a Tucson-area
p a w n s h o p and began photograp h i n g people in his local
community, l a u n c h i n g a enduring c o m m i t m e n t to d o c u m e n t ing the Latino experience in
A m e r i c a t h r o u g h n a r r a t i v e and
j o u r n a l i s t i c p o r t r a i t u r e . "What
I look for ts .1 combination ot
d i g n i t y and story. " Galvez said.
"I search for the ri ght look tn
the person 's face and bod y language. You don ' t see a lot of
peop le smiling at the camera.

1 want them to relax and be
oblivious to my presence and
the presence ot " the camera."
Galvez developed a great deal
of e n t h u s i a s m for both the craft
and the project d u r i n g his college years . Inspired b y his mentors at the Daily Star and invigorated by dynamism of the
V i e t n a m Hra. Galvez went on to
major in journalism at the University of Arizona and following gr a d u a t i o n , stepped on as a
staff photographer at the Daily
Star. 'It was an exciting period. "
Galvez recalled
"You had th e Vietnam War
and Richard Nixon in the W h i t e
House and then Watergate. You
had the Women 's Movement
and the Black Power Movement.
Across the Southwest, you had
the
farmworker
movement
led by Cesar Chavez," he said,
speaking of the five-year United
Farm Workers ( U F W ) movement that called for improved
conditions and wages for farmworkers across the nation." It
was just n a t u r a l for me to take
photos as we marched along. "
As the world around Galvez
evolved, so did his work. "M y
earlier photograp hy was centered
primaril y around the American
Southwest, but featured almost
exclusivel y Mexican Americans. "
he said. "They 're weren 't a lot of
i m m i g r a n t s back then. You had
a lot of farm workers in the field
and I would photograp h them ,
but it wasn ' t like today. Now ,
I'm photograp hing peop le from
a number of different national
identities—people from Honduras and Chile, the Dominican
Republic. Argentina —from all
over, really."
Galvez, however, asserts that
his work is not about one particular aspect of identit y , hut
rather its total and very unique
sum. "I didn 't reall y see those
n a t i o n a l i t i e s . " he said. "The
work I ' m doing is not about imm i g r a n t s . I t s about people."
When Galvez began working at the Los Angeles Times,
he became the first MexicanAmencan
photographer
on
staff. In 1984. he and a team of
twelve other j o u r n a l i s t s won the
Pulitzer Prize for Public Service

for their 27-part newspaper series, "Latinos, " d o c u m e n t i n g
the lives and c u l t u r e of s o u t h ern California 's Latino comm u n i t y d u r i n g the earl y 1980s .
The team consisted of two editors and 11 reporters ( i n c l u d i n g
Galvez) and together, they conducted over 1.000 i n t e r v i e w s .
"It was reall y exciting. I didn ' t
reall y believe it was h a p p e n ing.' Galvez said of the nig ht
on w h i c h he discovered that he
and his team had received the
award. "We got together in the
news room. It 's real. We won a
Pulitzer, and it was an honor to
be the first peop le of Hispanic
decent to win."
Galvez did mention, however ,
that this announcement was bittersweet. "1 wondered, ' wh y has
it taken so long ?'" he recalled,
noting that qualifying his team as
"first " represented a long history
of under-representation. "[The
Pulitzer Prize has ! been around
for a long time. The whole thin g
was quite excitin g, but you have
to put it in perspective."
Galvez s work operates in
direct conversation with the
American cultural dialectics and
possesses the same reflective nature as the artist himself. "What
I' m trying to [present] is a brief
history of Latinos in the United
State and the Chicano movement. VVe're in a very contentious debate about i m m i g r a t i o n
and border security and all that
rhetoric, " Galvez said. "M y role
in all oi that is to inform and
educate. In my work , I iry to get
across that the people I p hotograp h are no different than you.
They 're families, they 're students, they 're workers, they 're
store owners. They have celebrations , they go to church and they
own homes. I want people to
connect and have them see that."
Throug h this ever-evolving
compilation.
one thing remained constant over the course
of Galvez 's career: his steadfast
commitment to the film photograph y. "Film is so contained." he
said. "F.very image counts. "
Galvez feels strongly about
film as a medium and urges
young photograp hers to be more
judicious in their selection of

material. "Stop it with the selfies." he said. "We've seen this
immense influx of image s and
so much is such a waste of good
technology. If you 're not creat ing anything meaning ful as you
get older, that 's going to be sad.
I really want (young people] to
take a moment and take some
meaning ful photograp hs of families, friends and p laces. '"
His project persists. Almost
thirty years later. Galvez is still
very much involved with documenting Latino identity. Hark-

ing back to his earl y days at the
Daily Star, Galvez noted that he 's
constantl y on the lookout for
new subjects. "On the drive up to
Maine , I'll be looking to see what
I see." he said, "and ultimatel y, my
mission to teach peop le to make
a connection and have empathy."
Galvez will present his work
Oct.30 at 7 p.m. lecture in Diamond 142. This follows a 6 p.m.
reception and exhibit to be held
in the atrium of the Diamond
Building.

About That Elep hant on addressing the unsaid
B Y BRANDON BLACKBURN
News Staff
Go into the store ot your deepest, darkest secrets , the ones that
you are so anxious about , you try
your best not to think about them
Select one that you would just as
soon forget. Have you found one?
Good. Now you are going to exp lain it. You are going to talk about
every mortifying detail of it. Oh.
and not just to me, to a room of
people whom you have never before seen , and who are going to
loudl y voice their opinions of every word you speak.
For many of us, the above proposal would approximate a nightmare.
But for bxk and Cassandra Huphrat
Weston, it is an opportunity. Rather
than hide away their insecurities ,
they challenge themselves to embrace them wholeheartedl y and to
perform them as the spoken word
poetry duo. About That Elephant.
I had the opportunity to watch the
pair present several of their pieces
last Friday.
The pair stands on the slightl y
elevated stage of the overcrowded
Pug h tenter, introduces themselves,
and talks us throug h what bxk calls
a Centering Exercise. "We need to
tenter our energy in this room,"
they (bxk. as a transgender person.
prefers they) explain as they nave us

take a deep breath in unison.
"Reclaiming ! Taking it back!" The
pair says in unison as they launch
into the first of their poems , which
discusses the issues
and dangers of the
idea of reclaiming
sensitive words, arguing for a deeper
understanding
of
the
often-overlooked etymologies
and definitions before using them.
bxk and Euphrat
Weston 's
poetry,
however, extends
beyond the words
themselves
and
into the movements
of the poet 's bodies and the tone of
their Voices. The
fact that they both
write about issues
they are in the process of working
throug h allows them to full y inhabit their poems ' speakers.
Huphrat Weston, for example, discusses her reservations about writing and performing spoken word
poetry , historicall y a black art form.
as a well-educated white person—
she holds a bachelor 's in Comparative Literature from Harvard—and
often faces the conundrum of "loving much of the Western canon '
while recognizing that it erases the

writings and histories of people of
color and women."
bxk's work, on the other hand,
addresses their struggle with identity, as transgender. as
well as Chinese and
Christian, as well
as the challenges of
presenting all aspects of that identity
to an audience. It is
often difficult, they
write, "to effectively
and
persistentl y
bring conversations
about racism into
queer spaces."
The performance
ends with a collaborative piece on masculinity, an issue that
unites them both.
Vivid gesticulations
and careful blocking make it seem as
though 1 am watching a play.
During the questions that follow
the show, someone asks bxk and Euphrat Weston to elaborate upon the
reason they perform as they do. And
they say explicitl y what their poetry
has alread y implied: they are trying
to use art to make the world more
just, doing their part to stimulate
conversations about the elephants
in each of our respective rooms.
"If you think what you say
doesn ' t matter, it does." they say.

Vivid
gesticulations
and careful
blocking
make it seem
as though I
am watching
a play.

Screenpass

KillThe Messengerweakened by its cinematograp hy
ing the story throug h his perspective , proving all of Webb's
sources before his writing is
disputed.
The film tracks this smallscale journalist and his multip le
drug busts before a young, pretty
Latina woman (Paz Vega) tells
him that the U.S. government
was funding her husband' s cocaine empire. Webb follows her
throug h multip le trials before
he finds the bi gger story behind
the husband' s trial ana unveils
one of the biggest
national conspiracies of all time.
Webb travels to
Nicaragua to see
the drug trafficking center , interviews government
workers and prisoners who worked
with
the
CIAhired drug lords ,
and we, as an audience , cheer him
on while biting
our nails at what 's
to come when the
relentless Agency
reads the pap er.
We are on Webb's
side from the very
beginning,
and
when the media—
including Webb's
weDDs own editors
edilors
to which he all but says 'Et tu ,
Brute? " —questions his sources
and quotes , we feel his frustration. When it 's revealed at
the end of the film that Webb
commits suicide (although the
wording of this fact made it
seem like his death could have
been a homicide) we, as an audience , grow infuriated with
Webb's c o m m u n i t y and the
journalistic resources that betrayed his quest for the truth.
Cuesta 's re-telling of this
story makes for an interesting
'meta ' commentary on film in
general: investigative film has
the power to revive journalism
and tell fuller , bigger tales that

often gain much more recognition than they did in print. This
cinematic privilege , however , is
too often betrayed when fact is
mixed with fiction.
Thoug h the film does
a great job in pulling /
us into this intri gu- /
ing story and giving /
us genuine emotion, j
its biased storytelling \
was hard to look past. \
My real problem with \
Kill the Messenger was
the camera 's ^^
persona (or lack
thereof). Cuesta
needed to decide
between two types
of filmmaking: he
could have gone
the
documentary-esque , cinema
verite route, or he
could have stuck
with
conventional Holl ywood
cinematograp h y
used in most of
today 's fictional
films.
Instead
of p icking one ,
Cuesta used both
of these styles interchange ably and
forged too thin
of a line between
t r u t h and reality.
Many of the scenes in the film
are shot with a handheld camera, and the frame is so shak y
that it 's clear the filmmakers
are forcing the shots to look
unstable and disorienting. This
effect is often used in films that
are investi gating some kind
of truth; the snaking screen
reminds the audience of the
presence of the camera, making it clear that we are learning
these t r u t h s alongside the filmmaker , so we believe everything
we hear because it 's not staged
or scripted. Kill the Messenger
contains many scenes shot in
this way, especiall y when Webb
visits some of his most crucial

The Cinematic
techniques
made Cuesta's
retelling too
biased and
untrustworthy.

In 1996 , the San Jose Mercury News writer Gary Webb
published a series of investigative articles entitled "Dark Alliance ," revealing that the CIA
supported
cocaine
trafficking in order to raise funds for
weaponry to use against the Nicaraguan government. Webb's
ground-breaking stories led to
the demise of bis own career
and personal life , as the media turned against him and attempted to disprove his stories

when no CIA member would
testif y that Webb's claims were
true. In 1998 , when the CIA finall y confirmed what Webb had
written, the nation was too focused on the Clinton-Lewinsky
scandal to notice.
This story went practically
untold until filmmaker Michael
Cuesta's Kill the Messenger
broug ht the tale to Holl ywood
box offices. Cuesta brings us
into Webb's (p layed by Jeremy
Renner) world and allows us to
see the entire process of writ-

Easel Talk

Looking at the fine art of
conventional photography
Letters from Europe:
Terry O'Connor on
the arts abroad
There 's s o m e t h i n g i n t e r e s t ing that happens when a b u n c h
of college kids go abroad: eve r y o n e becomes a p h o t o g r a p her. Every cracked, stepped
on , abused iPhone somehow
becomes a $4 ,000 DSLR camera; and how can this not be
the case? When we ' re given t h e
o p p o r t u n i t y to travel to some
of t h e most b e a u t i f u l , exotic
and c u l t u r a l l y rich areas in
the world , how can we be expected not to t u r n into our
own a m a t e u r p hotographers?
It 's the reason wh y you 'll hear
y o u r semester abroad referred
to as "the most photographed
t h r e e m o n t h s of your life. ' It 's
t h e reason wh y our Timelines ,
Instagram feeds and Snapchats are polluted with images
of our friends doing amazing t h i n g s in amazing p laces.

W h e n we are s u r r o u n d e d b y so
m u c h beauty, we c a n n o t hel p
ourselves but t r y to c a p t u r e at
least a little piece of it.
I' ve thoug ht about this topic tor a w n u e oecau
lies at the crux of t
d i s c u s s i o n of the p hi
losop hy of art. Wh )
do h u m a n s make artAs an artist myself
I s t r u g g le with tha
question a lot. Sin.
b e i n g abroad , I feel
i ve begun to rind an answer. Here , wherever I go,
whatever new city I travel to,
I find myself t a k i n g h u n d r e d s
of pictures , tirelessl y t r y i n g to
adjust the settings on my Sony
Cybershot u n t i l I can get the
p i c t u r e just rig ht. In the absence of the p a i n t b r u s h e s , pallets , easels and endless number of colors I can mix back in
the p a i n t i n g studio at Colby, I
find myself s a t i a t i n g my t h i r s t
to capture the world around
me through photograp h y. I
t h i n k one of the beauties of

the art of p h o t o g r a p hy is how
accessible recent technology
has made it to most peop le.
Now , I' m not saying by any
means t h a t anyone can be
i at n n o t o g r a p n y . in
ct , it s just as diffi ult an art to perfect
as a n y t h i n g else is.
The b e a u t y of going abroad , however,
(and the beauty of
le iPhone) is that it
rourages others who
may not De c o m f o r t a b l e
with more advanced p hotograp h y m e t h o d s to get their toes
wet. So m a n y peop le say to me
that t h e y simp l y "can ' t do art. "
When you 're abroad. I t h i n k
that a r t i s t i c spirit is almost
impossible to suppress—even
in the least creative of among
us. The beauty of all the new
experiences and places just
doesn 't let you i gnore it.
W i t h the i P h o n e , in all its
ubi quitous glory, any person
is i n v i t e d to p a r t i c i p a t e in the
collective s t r u g g le of c a p t u r ing the beaut y of the world.
Wnen I see trie h u n d r e d s of
new up loads of abroad photos
on Facebook , it reminds of the
i n h e r e n t l y h u m a n desire to
create and c a p t u r e beauty. Say
what you want about iPhone
p h o t o g r a p h y, but it 's hard to
ignore t h e value in its a b i l i t y
to open art to so many.

sources , so we are convinced
that we are seeing unedited , unscripted t r u t h .
The film also uses found
ootage—tapes of news anchors
N. from the t i m e of the story
— A \ and clips fro m major
\ news stories—to set
J^
k ^ u p a realistic world.
^^ S i However , these real
j
'V
clips are often edited
«J^B j in
include actors and ,
IJ^flP/
WW even worse, Cuesta at
MP^ times uses the grainy
^^ found footage look to
make some of his own scenes
seem like they were from major
news sources, w h e n in fact they
were constructed on a film set.
Then ,
suddenl y,
Cuesta
switches to scenes filmed on
tripods , using traditional cinematic conventions in shooting
conversation scenes — a medium
shot of two men on a bench ,
each of them on the 'thirds '
lines to fulfill photography 's
'rule of thirds; ' ey eline matches
which connect the two people
and stick to the 180-degree law
that the camera cannot cross;
long shots of the conversation
from afar , setting up the scene
from a bird's eye view—these
are all shots that could not be
obtained with a handheld camera in the grips of a filmmaker
following a j o u r n a l i s t around to
find some answers. These shots
are staged and story-boarded —
they are fictional i n t e r r u p t i o n s
in a believable film.
While the core of this storywas intriguing and emotionpacked , the cinematic techniques made Cuesta's retelling
too biased and u n t r u s t w o r t h y,
proving that filmic journalism
can rarel y ever m a i n t a i n a neutral standpoint. 2.5/5
This review was made possible by Railroad Square Cinema,
where you can catch "Kill the
Messenger " Dail y at 2:15. 4:40
and 7:00. Also Fri. and Sat. at
9:15 p.m. and matinees Sat. and
Sun at 12:00 Noon.
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Lecture: The Iron Curtain
that Didn 't Fall
4:00 PM I Lovejoy 215

Health and Wellness:
Sleep 101 with Dr. Turk
7:30 PM I Page Commons

An Artful Halloween:
Museum Costume Party
6:00 PM / Bixler and Museum

¦

.

Career Center:
The Narrative of Telling Your Story I
7:00 PM / Lovejoy 205

Noontime Art Talk: Daniel Harkett
12:00 PM / Bixler 110
'

Tuesday

I

Subscribe to the Echo!
Contact CJ Smith
(cj smith@colby.edu)
for details!

November 4

Wanted:
New Sports Writers!
Friday
P

Noontime Art Talk: Debra Campbell
12:00 PM I Art Museum Lobby

Shabbat Candle Lighting
5:30 PM / Pulver Bridge
- - .¦

-

Sister Outsider Poetry
7:30 PM I Page Commons

.. - .„

Contact Pete Cronkite
(pcronki@colby.edu)
for details!

October 31

Halloween Extravaganza
1:00 PM / Pulver Pavilion

\

Notes and Footnotes
with Fred Moyer
7:30 PM / Lorimer Chapel

i

Sunday
Ecumenical Christian Chapel
6:00 PM / Lorimer Chapel

HBL

M
M

Career Center:
Overland Information Session
7:00 PM / Diamond 141

^

Su-do-ku!

M. Crew looking to spring
BY PETE CRONKITE
Sports Editor
"I've rowed a couple summers
now, and wherever I go, nobod y
seems to know where Colby is,
who we are, what we can do." David
Watson '15, co-captain and one of
few upperclassmen on men's crew,
takes his team's small-town reputation as a reason to push himself and
his teammates for more: "It makes
me want to pull harder, to put Colby on the map."
Watson and his team found
themselves around Cambridge,
Mass. on the weekend of October
17th for the world-famous annual
Head of the Charles Regatta. The
event is chock-full of crews who
have already made it in the world
of collegiate and professional rowing. "It s awe-inspiring," Watson
said, "seeing those professionals at
the same regatta."
The fire Watson and his teammates brought to improve their
team showed in their result. In the
hyper-competitive race, surrounded by some of the top teams in the
country and indeed the world, the
Mules' young collegiate eight squad
rowed strongly and resolutely,
beating out an impressive opposing team that had come all the way
from China , besting their own result from last year and earning a
31st>place finish.
"The feeling coming off the water that day was something special ,"
remembered Clint Ross " 16. "We've

grown tremendously as a team and
as a boat." Though a first p lace finish at the Charles is a goal for a
season or two ahead for the Mules,
the quality of the competition there
only strengthens the team's resolve
to join such loft y ranks. "Seeing
some of those professional guys
from New Zealand and Australia
row in those boats, its an incredible sight," Ross said. "It inspires us
to row a little faster."
Fall season results, Watson says,
serve as a good barometer for the
team's progress heading into the
offseason and eventually meets in
the spring. "Five out of our eight
rowers are different from last year,"
he notes. "And about six of them
were walk-ons when they came to
Colby." That the team is so young
and yet making such noticeable
strides early in its collective career
is promising.
Roger Stone ' 17 occupies the
stroke seat on the men's collegiate eight crew. "It's a tough
position " according to Ross. "It 's
reall y cool to see such a young
member of our team doing that.
Stone is one of the young rowers
expected to continue to contribute earl y and often for the crew,
in a team environment , accord ing to Watson and Ross, which
must be delicatel y balanced.
Stew Stokes, longtime coach of
the Mules, works with two recent
Colby Crew graduates, Andrew
Wall ' 12 and Noach Teachey ' 13, as
assistant coaches, and is fostering
an increasing ly competitive envi-

ronment for the team. Stokes must
teach and nurture the many novices the team brings in every year
while quickly meshing them with
the ever-competitive upperclassmen to create a cohesive whole in
a short season.
Although the team is pleased with
its improvements made in the fall at
the Head of the Charles, the next
step is working harder to improve
in the offseason. "We want to find
more power in the boat ," Watson
said. From statistics Stokes and his
assistants have gathered, the current iteration of Colby's collegiate
eight crew is the fastest in years, but
they expect to gain even more speed
through winter training.
There is a tradition in men's crew
that Watson hopes to find his team
on the winning side of in the spring.
In small meets, the teams that lose
customarily give their shirts to the
winning crew. "Our goal is to win
some shirts in the spring," the senior co-captain said.
The heated Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
(CBB) meet will present Watson and
his team a landmark opportunity to
win shirts in the upcoming season,
and the race is often a close one.
Two years ago, the team lost by only
one and a half seconds, Watson remembered. "Anything can happen."
Another CBB loss will not be
considered acceptable this time
around in the spring, according to
the team leaders. "We have some
of the hardest workers I've met on
campus," Ross said. "We're looking
to make waves "

Footballfallslast secondto Bates
BY HENRY H OLTZER
Staff Writer
The Colby College football team
lost in dramatic fashion yesterday
after leading for the entire game
over archrival Bates College. This
loss drops the Mules to 1-5 on the
season , with two games left against
Tufts University and Bowdoin College. This loss marks the second
straight , last-minute loss to a CBB
rival school after last year 's "HailMary " at Bowdoin College, which
cost Colby the CBB crown.
The Mules came out hot on Saturday, jumping out to an early 14-0
lead over the Bobcats. Sophomore
quarterback Gabe Harrington connected on a pair of big pass plays
early, both of which went for touchdowns. He connected with Ryder
Arsenault ' 17 on a 23-yard pass to
jump out early in the first quarter.
He followed that play with a 59-yard
bomb to Nick Joseph '15 with two
minutes and 45 seconds left in the
quarter. Bates, however, would not

go the first frame without scoring,
as they converted a 20-yard pass for
a touchdown to answer with nine
seconds left in the first quarter.
The Joseph-Harrington combination was not done for the day after
the first 15 minutes. The two would
reconnect for another 50-yard
touchdown pass, to put the Mules
up 21-7. The Colby squad looked
like it had some serious momentum
and was about to put the game out of
reach , but Bates was resolute. They
would continue to battle back, refusing to lose at home. The Bobcats
punched it in with two minutes left
in the third quarter and then found
the back of the end zone again 30
seconds into the fourth quarter to
tie the game at 21 apiece. The Bates
quarterback was responsible for
leading his team back into the game,
as he threw for three of the team's final four touchdowns.
After Colby scored what looked
like the game-winning touchdown
with twelve minutes left in the
game, the Bobcats then scored in
the warning seconds to send the

game into overtime. Once the extra
time began. Colby failed to move
the ball from the 25-yard line and
then missed a 42-yard field goal.
Bates then took little time punching the ball into the end zone and
completing the comeback over the
boys from Mayflower Hill.
The Mules and the Bobcats had
almost identical stat sheets, with
the teams picking up 21 and 22 first
downs respectively, and each had
about 340 yards of total offenseJust as in the game the week before
against Hamilton , Colby jumped
out to an early first half lead , however, unlike in the last game, the
defense wasn 't able to slam the
door on their opponents. Bates
hung tough and clawed their way
back into the game over the final
three quarters and overtime.
Colby football is still searching for
answers this season. Next weekend
the team travels to Medford , Massachusetts in order to take on the Tufts
(umbos before coming home to play
Bowdoin College in the final game of
the season.

W. Soccer in fi ght for playoffs
BY KI ERNAN SOME RS
Asst. Sports Editor
The Colby women's soccer team
enters the last week of their season
looking to earn a victory over in-state
rival Bates. The young Colby squad
has fought its way to a 6-7-1 record,
but unfortunatel y struggled in the
NESCAC marking a 2-6-1 record to
earn the Mules tenth p lace in the conference. The Mules must win against
Bates in order to qualify for the NESCAC tournament in which they
would face top-seeded Williams. The
champion of the NESCAC tournament receives an automatic qualifica
Uon into the NCAA tournament.
In the first game of the season,
the Mules returned from Williamstown defeated, having been handed
a 2-0 loss by one of the top teams in
the country. Williams is currentl y
ranked ninth m the country and will
be a lough matchup for the Mules if
they are able to win over Bates.
The toug h play of their defense

and the leadership of seniors on
the field have helped the Mules
come closer to a NESCAC tournament berth. Over the final
three weeks of competition , Colby is 2-1 , having defeated Hamilton and Husson , while dropping a
game to rival Bowdoin.
Entering homecoming weekend
with a match against Hamilton ,
Colby, in a must-win situation
to preserve their p layoff hopes,
dropped their two most recent
contests in an overtime thriller to
Amherst and a hard-foug ht loss to
Connecticut College. Colby was
able io score in the seventh muv
ute off a combination p lay from
co-captain Maddie Tight '15 and
Jamie O'Halloran 15 and then
settled in on detense to secure
the win. Co-captain Emily Brook
15 said that the win was ' notable
from a defensive standpoint, as
the work of Nora Mabie ' 17 and
EmiHe Klein 17 helped keep the
shutout, and [they] have been
outstanding all year long " The

1-0 win hel ped push the Mules
ahead in the NESCAC standings.
Coming off of the well-deserved Hamilton win , Colby traveled to Bangor to p lay Husson
in terrible conditions. Accord ing to Tig ht , Husson played the
majority of the game in a defensive formation , and aimed for a
tie; however . Colby, led b y Cami
Notaro " 15 was able to net a goal
in the final two minutes of the
game. Notaro is having a career
season as she has five goals , two
of which were game-winning ,
and three assists , to lead Colb y in
scoring with 13 points. "[Notaro]
has had an incredible senior year
and has been our most danger
ous offensive p layer so far and
has scored several game-winning
goals," noted Brook.
Colby has not won while lacing
hated rival Bowdoin since 2009.
In the most recent matchup, the
Polar Bears utilized an early second half goal to overcome the
Mules 3-0 on senior day The

Devastator of the Week

Darrien Pipkins '17
Sport:
Rugby
Potitinrr
rosraon.

8-man
Hometown:

4
Tries in one match for
Pipkins against MMA

Dallas,Texas

Why: Pipkins, only a second-year player in the
sport, has burst onto the New England rugby
scene. After a strong freshman year campaign,
Pipkins solidified a spot for himself on Colby's
starting XV and has established himself as
an offensive force for the team. In the Mules'
season-ending match against Maine Maritime
Academy last Friday, Pipkins led the team with
four tries, as well as contributing handily on
defense with several key tackles in his position
as a loose forward.
Polar Bears entered the match
having just dominantl y won over
Connecticut College, who sat
atop the NESCAC standings at
the time. They continued their
offensive momentum , utilizing
experience to exp loit the young
Colby defense.
Brook commented on the game
and spoke hi ghl y of her defense ,
saying, "Bowdoin was an impressive team and had very talented
and skilled forwards , but I t h i n k
Nora Mabie deserves a shout out
on defense. Nora is the unsung
hero of the team and is an incredibl y talented defender. I never have to worry about her side
of the field, and she c o n t i n u e s
io improve her ahead}' talented
game as the season goes on. "
Brook had her career best per
formance, making 11 stops on 25
shots from the potent Bowdoin
attack. She leads the NESCAC
in saves with 97 and is in the top
five in save percentage.
"Brook has been a p h e n o m -

enal leader on and off the field ,"
said Tig ht. "She has given her
heart and soul to [the team]...
the team will reall y miss her comand and skills in the defensive
line." On their senior day, according to Brook, all six senior
field players p layed great games
and provided a p lethora of offensive opportunities.
Colby will graduate six seniors
this year, leaving a large hole on
the field to fill, but underclassmen have not been hesitant to
step up. Brook hig hlig hted the
p lay of All y I n g r a h m ' 18 saying, "Ingraham does a great job
keeping her composure in the
nudfield and is always creating
options and has great vision on
the field" Colb y will also return
much ot their young defense ,
which h;\> onl y improved as the
season has progressed. If the
Mules win against Bates. Colby
will look to advance past the NESCAC quarterfinals for the first
time since 2006.

Men 's Rugby closes out season with bi g win

Young team building
towards expected
success in Spring
BY DANNY KOSSOW
Staff Writer

A difficult season for the Colb y
men 's rugb y team came to a close
on a high note under the Friday
nig ht lig hts , as the Mules stomped
Maine Maritime Academy by a
score of 66-0. The win came as a
much needed confidence booster
for the spring season, as the team
finished with a 2-4 record , losing
games to University of MaineOrono, University of MaineFarmington, and "CBB" rivals
Bowdoin and Bates. Yet despite
the challenges of the fall season,
the players were not dejected.

Griffen Allen , one of the team 's
seven juniors , proclaimed , "The
win-loss record, 1 don't think ,
reflects a lot of how competitive some of the games were. We
could have easily been 4-2 or 3-3.
Certainly UMF and Bates, those
games were close."
The team's six seniors have seen
success before and believe in its
imminent return. It was, as senior
Andrew Roan fondly recalled,
only three years ago that the team
emerged triumphant in the "Beast
of the East " and Maine State tournaments. The team continued their
winning ways in the ensuing season , ending the fall of 2013 as the
7th ranked team in the entire country. "This [year] was a growing season , a couple of years ago we lost
like 11 of 15 starters. We've been
rebuilding ever since," Roan said.
With freshmen and sophomores

making up nearl y two-thirds of
the team, the upperclassmen understand that development is critical for future success. Their plan,
said junior Dan Nesvet , is simple.
"Develop skills ," he exclaimed.
"We have all of JanPlan. all of
February, all of March , and most
of April just to concentrate on developing fundamental skills for
the young guys. And just making
sure we gel as a team , that 's pretty
much what spring 's all about."
The p layers believe they are in
good hands for the future with
coach Leo Lafaiali' i , a former
Samoan national team player
whom Allen called "the most
overqualified coach in New England. Under his tutelage , the upperclassmen believe the Colb y
men's rug by team has a chance to
exp loit weaknesses in their competition 's simp licity on the pitch.

It is a common practice of New
England club rug by teams to play
only in the middle of the p itch ,
a strategy that is mundane but
effective with enough size and
athleticism. The Colb y team , senior Peter Cronkite said , must be
more clever. "The mantra that
coach has for us is 'p lay smart
rug b y,'" he explained , 'We have a
small , skilled team. We can move
faster than [the competition], we
can run circles around them."
Like in any sport , the switch
from hig h school to collegiate athletics comes with a learning curve.
Rugby, however, is uncommon in
that the players , no matter how
athletic , have—almost without exception—never played the sport
competitivel y before. The challenge is only increased with a nuanced system like the one Lafaiali 'i
has implemented in his two years

as head coach. With all the talent
in the freshmen and sophomore
classes, it appears that it is only a
matter of time before the Mules
return to their winning ways. "We
have a very strong sophomore
class now," Allen repeated , "We're
starting to build a solid squad. I'm
looking forward to the spring, and
the fall of next year."
Allen isn't the onl y one with
such an optimistic view. A quick
and jovial back-and-forth between
the seniors explained everything
one needs to know about Colby
men 's rug by plans to move into the
spring season. "Mark my words,"
Gus Gluek '15 laughed, "Maine
state champions [this year]'."
While Gluek joked , fellow senior
Cronkite wasn 't so quick to let him
off the hook. "We're aiming for a
Maine state championship. We
think that 's a very realistic goal."

Inside Sports This Week:
Men's Ctew Finishes Fall

Devastator of the Week - Darrien Pipkins

Bates victorious in Football

Women's Soccer Gearing Up for Playoffs
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Volleyball at Williams
Fri., Oct 31

Sat,Nov. 1

12 pm

Middlebury.VT

Football at Tufts
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Women's Rugby at Middlebury
Sat., Nov. 1

11am

Middlebury.VT

